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The Western Port Way
We are a proud school where each and every student has a place.
We provide a broad curriculum, including vocation-based subjects, giving our students the education they
need to succeed in a diverse and changing world.
We work collaboratively to analyse multiple sources of student learning data to design programs that meet
each student’s point of need.
Student wellbeing is a key priority and we strive to develop our students’ personal and social skills to become
confident, resilient and valued members of the community.
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Introduction
The purpose of the following information is to provide students with information about Year 11 and the
subjects that will be offered in 2022.
It is the goal of Western Port Secondary College for all students to have a successful pathway to University,
TAFE, an apprenticeship or a traineeship. It is essential that students commencing the senior years plan
carefully and make informed decisions to enable them to fulfil both academic and personal goals.
In terms of choosing pathways and subjects, our advice to students and families is centred on students
choosing subjects that:





They are likely to enjoy
May be needed for future study (prerequisites) or work
Maintain and develop the student's special skills and talents
They are likely to achieve success in

Each student should ensure they are fully informed before making decisions about their course of study,
whether it may be through a Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) pathway or a Victorian Certificate of
Applied Learning Pathway (VCAL) pathway.
At Western Port Secondary College personal achievement is valued and recognised, including academic,
creative, sporting, practical and vocational achievements, as well as community involvement. Depending on
student demand, the College delivers highly regarded Vocational Education and Training (VET) programs
on campus in Building and Construction and Hospitality, as well as assisting students to participate in
other VET and SBAT programs on and off campus. We provide a range of programs which allow our students
to take up a broad range of post-school options.
Students need to establish sound work habits and learn to set priorities for their commitments and personal
goals at school and at home. Having the correct classroom materials, including textbooks and a Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) are essential for students to be successful in their studies. Students are expected to wear
full school uniform at all times.
Western Port Secondary College aims to encourage all senior students to invest time and effort into achieving
success and doing their best. Although the senior years are challenging, we hope our students will also find
them enjoyable and some of the most memorable of their school years.
FOR A FULL VERSION OF THE HANDBOOK GO TO:
http://www.westernportsc.vic.edu.au/parent-information/publications/
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School Wide Positive Behaviour Support
At Western Port Secondary College we have created a strong and consistent approach to
behaviour support and management. This approach follows the Department of Education's
School Wide Positive Behaviour Support framework.
Western Port Secondary College is recognised in the region for being a leader in positive
behaviour support. We have achieved this through a system that acknowledges and rewards
positive student behaviour. We support this system with a robust process that reduces negative
behaviours, by not only keeping students to account through consequences but also by teaching
them how to achieve behaviour expectations through coaching and reflection. This is a
consistent practice across our entire College community, creating calm classrooms and outdoor
spaces.

Student Leadership, Voice and Agency
We are passionate about student leadership and have aligned our Captaincy positions in Years
7 to 12 to our four College Values; Community, Achievement, Respect and Engagement. Our
student leaders work through Legacy Projects to ensure they make an impact within their year
of leadership and really leave a legacy through a passion project. We also understand that it
doesn’t take a badge to be a leader and we have both Senior and Junior student voice teams
who meet regularly to discuss the College climate and initiatives to enhance the learning and
wellbeing needs for each and every student. All WPSC students are actively involved in a wide
variety of decision-making aspects across our College, notably having agency over their learning
and classroom spaces.
Senior Voice is a group of students representing the student voice of Years 10-12.






Any student from Year 10-12 at WPSC is welcome and encouraged to apply
We discuss, collect feedback and act on concerns relating to everything to do with the school
community that affects Senior students, including: ideas to make the school a more engaging place
to be, social events, excursion planning, issues that help promote wellbeing, ways to make classes
more effective, ideas to help students achieve success in their subjects.
One-page application forms can be obtained from Mr Nolan or the Senior School Office.
Forms should be returned to the Senior School Office once completed.

Western Port Secondary College
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Senior Suite of Programs
VCE
The Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) is a certificate that recognises
the successful completion of secondary education and provides pathways
to further study at University, Technical and Further Education (TAFE) and
to the world of work. Students entering Year 11 may be eligible to continue
with their VCE acceleration early by studying one Year 12 subject.

VCAL
The Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL) is a certificate that
recognises the successful completion of secondary education. VCAL
provides a pathway to TAFE, an Apprenticeship, University or employment
linked to training. It gives students practical work-related experience, as
well as literacy and numeracy skills and the opportunity to build personal
skills that are important for life and work. VCAL is currently only offered to
Year 11 and 12 students at WPSC.
If a student begins their studies in VCE or VCAL and then wishes to change enrolment to the other
certificate, units satisfactorily completed in VCE or VCAL may be used to provide credit towards the new
course of study.

VET
As part of VCE course, a Vocational Education and Training (VET) subject can be chosen. This means that
the student will be undertaking training in a specific vocational area, for instance hospitality, agriculture,
information technology or engineering.
As part of a VCAL program it is compulsory to elect a VET subject. A VET program contributes to the VCE
or VCAL in the same way that other studies contribute, however only scored VET programs with exams
contribute towards an ATAR (Australian Tertiary Admission Rank) score. All VET subjects are discussed
in more detail later in this booklet.

SBAT / ASBA
Another way for vocational training to contribute towards your VCE or VCAL
is through an Australian School Based Apprenticeship (ASBA) which is either a
part-time apprenticeship or part-time traineeship program. If you would like
further information on School Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships (SBAT)
and or ASBA, please contact Sharon McCarthy at the Senior School Office.

Western Port Secondary College
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Course Selection Process
Date:

Event:

Action Required:

TBA
(COVID dependent)

Spruik Your Subject Sessions

Tuesday 8 June

Subject Selection
Parent Information Evening
Time: 6:00pm
Virtual – via Teams.
Link to be sent before event

Parents/carers and students should
attend online to be briefed about
important subject selection
information and ask questions to key
staff members.

Friday 25 June

Subject Selection Due

All subject selections to be submitted
electronically.

Thursday
9 September
2.00pm – 7.00pm

Course Confirmation & Payment
Day/Evening

Parent/carer will attend to make final
confirmation of subjects selected and
to make payment of 2022 College
and subject fees. **

Students will receive further course conversation information and advice as a part of their Project 9 program.

*

**

Please note:
Any subject selection forms submitted after the 25 June will only be accepted at the discretion of the Senior
School team and are less likely to receive requested subjects.
Depending on individual family circumstances a payment plan may be negotiated in-lieu of full payment.
This can be discussed at the confirmation/payment evening or at any time prior.
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Senior School Assessment Policy
As a condition of entry into the Senior School at Western Port, all students are required to adhere to
the Senior School Assessment Policy. This policy outlines the responsibilities of the school, teachers and
students in ensuring each student is given a fair and reasonable opportunity to complete the individual
requirements of each subject.

As outlined in the diagram featured on the following page, students are expected to complete each
summative assessment task in class, on the given date. This task will be then marked against the
appropriate curriculum with the teacher giving the graded marked and feedback via Compass. If the
student is unsuccessful in meeting the minimum expected requirement of the task, students will be
given the opportunity to re-sit this task for a satisfactory result. Although it should be noted that this
will not change the initial graded assessment, however the student will be able to have a satisfactory
level recorded against their outcome or competency.
If a student is absent on the day of assessment, the student will be able to apply to the Senior School
team for an approved absence, which will effectively renegotiate the given date for assessment. If a
student does not have an approved reason for an absence, it will count that the student did not
complete the task and zero score will be recorded, although the student will be given the chance to resit for a satisfactory result.

Please note:



All students are required to maintain a 90% attendance rate for each subject in order to be eligible
to successfully complete the unit.
Students that are experiencing either a short-term or long-term hardship are able to apply to the
Senior School team for special consideration. This may allow the Senior School team to modify some
of the conditions of assessment for each student depending on their individual needs. Each
application requires documentation of hardship.

The Senior School Assessment Policy is aligned to the requirements of the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority.

Western Port Secondary College
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Senior School Assessment Policy
DID THE STUDENT
ATTEND/COMPLETE THE
SAC/SAT?

YES

WAS THE STUDENT
SUCCESSFUL IN MEETING THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE
SAC/SAT?

YES

DID THE STUDENT HAVE THEIR
ABSENCE APPROVED
THROUGH THE SENIOR
SCHOOL TEAM?

NO

NO

COURSEWORK TO BE
CONSIDERED OR
SUPPLEMENTARY RESIT IS
SCHEDULED

S

YES

THE STUDENT MAY BEGIN
THIS
PROCESS FROM THE
BEGINNING

N

FINAL ‘S’ RESULT RECORDED
S = Satisfactory

Western Port Secondary College

NO

FINAL ‘N’ RESULT RECORDED
N = Not Satisfactory
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Homework Policy in Senior Years
Western Port Secondary College expects students to further develop and consolidate their independent
learning skills by completing homework tasks. Homework has a positive effect on learning and is an
important part of reinforcing the concepts that are introduced in class. It also plays a significant role in
building work ethic, self-discipline and responsibility. Western Port Secondary College acknowledges that
homework should be tailored and adapted to suit the personal and developmental needs of students.
Teachers at the College are encouraged to exercise their discretion in assigning tasks that are appropriate
for their students and most likely to be meaningful. This may comprise of a range of different tasks as
outlined below. Teachers and Student Engagement Leaders will consult to ensure a manageable
workload is maintained for all students.

IMPLEMENTATION:







All students are expected to use a homework diary. This may be a print or e-version, purchased via
the Booklist.
Classroom teachers will set regular homework appropriate to each young persons skill level and
age.
Homework activities should be engaging, challenging and where appropriate, open-ended.
Each set task must be purposeful, meaningful and relevant to the current classroom curriculum. Drill
and practice activities are to be avoided.
All homework activities must be assessed with feedback and support provided by teachers.
All students Compass accounts will detail homework expectations, will include additional open
ended challenges that are appropriate to students of a variety of ages, which students may choose
to embrace, and will require students to submit homework tasks electronically.

Homework will consist mainly of:
 Reading, research, assignments, assessments tasks and independent projects.
 Homework schedules will be discussed with each student individually, with opportunities being
made for parents to discuss homework issues with the College.
 Students will be provided with formal opportunities to build organisation and planning skills.
 Generally, students can expect homework tasks in these year levels to increase to take into
account the expected level of independence and initiative of students.
At Year 11 and Year 12, students are expected to spend an increased amount of time completing
homework tasks.
Students can expect to spend between 1 to 3 hours of homework per weeknight, and further study on
weekends during assessment periods.
Student should note that the study room is open each night until 4:30pm for study or homework if
required.

Western Port Secondary College
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College Charges
The Western Port Secondary College School Council passed a motion in their May, 2021 meeting that
the Essential Student Learning Items charges for 2022 will be $275.00. These items are the goods
and/or services the school deems essential to student learning of the standard curriculum which
include the following:








Western Port Secondary College ID Card
Western Port Secondary College locker, lock and key
College produced resources such as Compass Program, printed booklets, curriculum handbooks and
other resources
Literacy and Numeracy testing programs
Core subject workbooks and text resources
Study and practice exam packages in class
Travel, entry and affiliation for whole school sports programs ($40 of this eligible for CSEF)
Subject:

Indicative ONLY Materials Charge:

VCAL Intermediate

$230.00*

VCAL Senior

$230.00*

Art
Biology
Chemistry

$100.00*
$30
$30

Food Studies

$120.00*

Outdoor and Environmental Studies
This price includes all practical activities and camp

$500.00*

Physical Education

$120.00*

Studio Art

$100.00*

Visual Communication Design

$100.00*

Product Design

$100.00*

Please note: There may be some excursion costs associated with any of the above electives. If eligible,
CSEF may be used for this.
The College Council are committed to keeping costs to a minimum for all families. Please refer to the
website for further information on the Parent Payment Policy. http://westernportsc.vic.edu.au/wpcontent/uploads/2021/03/PARENT-PAYMENT-POLICY-2021.pdf
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Bring Your Own Device
WPSC operates a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) program where students are expected to supply their
own digital learning device. All other additional educational charges have been kept to a minimum to
assist families with supplying a BYOD. It is imperative for the learning success of students that they attend
with all required learning materials. Specific requirements for the BYODs can be found on the college
website or via the General Office.
Failure to supply a device limits a student’s learning opportunities and access to digital learning resources,
which drastically inhibits their ability to maximise learning outcomes.
If you are yet to purchase a BYOD, please consider the following options:
 Purchase a device outright from a retail provider
 Purchase a second-hand device
 Lease a device from your current telco provider (or alternative leasing company – see below as an
example)
 Formally applying for assistance for an “extended loan device” (formal applications for loans need
to be submitted to the Principal). These forms are available from the college website and are for a
10 week loan period only.
 Edunet are an example of a company who can support a lease to buy program for your BYOD
needs. Edunet is based in Mornington and promote their commitment to providing good quality
student notebooks at affordable prices. Edunet support the hardware at every stage of the process
and pride themselves on high quality service.
 An online ordering portal is accessible via http://westernportsc.technologyportal.com.au.
 The college password is: WPSC2021 for the remainder of 2021, with a new password generated for
2022 shortly.
Please note:
 Further support and discussion around BYDO is available with the College’s IT team by appointment.
The IT Team are happy to help you plan your purchase for the best suited device for your family.
 In the Senior Years a laptop is the recommended device, rather than a compatible tablet or IPad.

Western Port Secondary College
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Vocational Education and Training
(VET) 2022
VET is a growing part of the College curriculum. Participation in a VET program whilst at school, allows
students to learn about industry, employment pathways and gain skills that are relevant to the needs of
industry. By successfully completing the program, they can add to their VCE or VCAL certificates and
receive additional qualifications.
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
 Will involve an additional cost, payable in accordance with the provider’s timeline.
 Will impact on timetable (study periods may be allocated to make up for travel time and missed
classes).
 Could involve holiday work placement in certain courses, can be completed in work experience also.
 To exit the course without financial penalties, student withdrawal must be done before the end of
February cut-off date. This will be provided with enrolment.
 Attendance is a requirement and monitored closely.
 Most VET courses have a two-year commitment to complete the certification.
https://prms21.eduweb.vic.gov.au/SMS/PRMS21/SaveSchoolUser_PA.asp?Rnd=274639
 A small number of VET courses are on a Friday.
 Students need to be self-motivated and organised. They are entering an adult learning environment
and need a certain level of maturity to do so.
 Attendance, behaviour, and academic progress will be monitored for all VET students.
 VET is a compulsory unit of the VCAL stream. Students must be enrolled and have a Structured
Workplace Learning (SWL) relevant to their course in order to remain in the VCAL program.
VET EXPECTATIONS
For all VETis (VET in schools) Courses there is a requirement that students successfully complete the
course work and achieve a 90% attendance rate. Most VETis subjects are one day per week and all VCE
VET students will miss regular classes timetabled on their VET day. Students in VCE will be allocated
study periods to assist them staying on top of their workload. Students are responsible for liaising with
teachers and keeping their normal class work up to date. All absences require a medical certificate.
Most of the VET courses available to students run on Wednesday and some VETIS Courses run on
Fridays as well.
As students will be representing the College during VET classes, all student policies apply. Students can
be withdrawn from VET courses if there is a significant concern, ongoing behaviour issue, safety issues,
etc. No refunds will be offered after payment cut-off date if student needs to be withdrawn for these
reasons.
STUDY SESSIONS
Students undertaking a VET course in Year 11 & 12 will be allocated to a timetabled Study session. to
attend in the senior study room. This time is provided to allow students time to catch of any class work
missed due to VET or travel to VET. Students must come prepared and aware of work they need to
complete. All VET students are on a trial period for term one and may be removed if they cannot
adhere to the class schedule and assessments.

Western Port Secondary College
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VET ASSESMENTS
When selecting a VET course, it is important to remember that all courses will have assessments. Some
assessments are hands on, other are presentation, tests, workbooks, examinations etc. Students are
expected to participate in all assessment to achieve a satisfactory result. VET courses that attract a
Study Score are academic courses and require significant theory. These courses will also require
students to sit the GAT examination and an end of year performance or theory examination, in the year
that scored assessment takes place (usually second year). All courses have Occupation Health and
Safety theory components.
EXTERNAL VET LOCATIONS
Students will be enrolled in courses offered at WPSC, but in the event they need to be undertaken at
other locations, Chisholm Frankston is our major provider of VET courses. We also utilise Somerville SC,
Mount Eliza SC & Elisabeth Murdoch College amongst others. Selected other Schools across the cluster
have opportunities and enrolment location will always be discussed prior to enrolment.
DRESS CODE
Students are expected to attend external secondary schools in their WPSC full uniform unless specified
by the provider. Majority of TAFE trade courses will require PPE equipment and requirements will be
provided at enrolment time. For external providers like TAFEs, students will need to comply with the
TAFEs clothing policies.
WITHDRAWAL
If a student exits a course after the TAFE and Cluster deadline of Friday 26 February 2022, families will
be invoiced for the full tuition amount charged to the school.
IF A STUDENT WITHDRAWS PRIOR TO THIS DATE A REFUND WILL BE ISSUED LESS THE RTO’S ADMIN FEE
OF $50
GLOSSARY
ADDITIONAL CHARGE

Not included in ancillary, tuition, or materials. Can include things like
Construction Industry Card or First Aid
Majority of courses include all these items unless specified.

CLUSTER /REGION

R.T. O

Cluster Group of schools within a region that agree to share VETIS courses. Students
may be offered courses across this region to maximise the opportunities offered.
This is the fee component families must pay toward their students VET in schools’
cost. This must be paid prior to enrolment commencement
Registered training organisation

S.B.A.T

Schools based Apprenticeships & Traineeships

S.W. L

V.C.A.L

Structured workplace learning. For VCAL Students this is mandated and a requirement
of their course. For other students, some courses will have a mandatory SWL
component and students will be required to complete a certain number of hours
practical experience. This can be required to be completed during school holidays
and/or for Work experience.
Unique student identifier. A 10-character code allocated to all students enrolled in a
VETIS course: www.usi.gov.au. All application details are provided in VET enrolment
application.
Victorian Certificate of applied learning.

V.C.E

Victorian certificate of Education

VET Courses

These specific courses are approved by VCAA for delivery and credit towards VCE or
VCAL programs.

MATERIALS CHARGE

U.S. I

Western Port Secondary College
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VET Offered at Western Port Secondary College in 2022
VET Building & Construction Certificate II
If you enjoy working with tools and building things from scratch, look no further than the Certificate II
in Building and Construction (Carpentry) (2226VIC) pre-apprenticeship course. Discover the basics of
building and construction, with a focus on carpentry.
This comprehensive course provides a hand-on experience, involving both theory and practical skills
involved in the building and construction.
Students will learn skills such as:
 Workplace safety, documents, plan and site induction
 Building structures, setting out, sub-floor framing, wall framing, roof framing
 Introduction to scaffolding and working with platforms, hand tools and power tools
 External cladding, window and door frames, interior linings and fixings
 Formwork for concreting and levelling
 Demolition an environmental sustainability in carpentry
This course runs over two years and students complete a full pre apprenticeship certificate.

VET Hospitality Certificate II
This course is designed to be the first steps into the Hospitality Industry during Senior Years at the College.
Students looking to continue building on skills from the Café Elective in Year 9, or those who have a
passion for the fast paced industry of food and beverage service will love the opportunity to develop their
skills and build their qualifications towards a Pathway in Hospitality. This course may also help students
to obtain a part time job in the hospitality industry. Student will learn key hospitality skills such as:
 How to interact with customers
 Prepare/serve expresso coffee
 Design and create hot and cold non-alcoholic beverages
 Food and beverage service
 Receive and store stock
 Point of sale transactions
 Food safety procedures and safe work practices

Western Port Secondary College
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Vocational Education and Training
(VET)









All VET subjects count toward a student’s VCE/VCAL
VET subjects are designed to be more vocationally oriented and generally more practical (hands on)
than other VCE subjects
VET subjects incur a cost (ranging from around $300 to $1800 dependent on the course/materials)
An initial deposit of $300 or the full cost of the course, whichever is the lesser, must be paid to secure
your place by Friday 11 September 2022. ($50.00 will be non-refundable unless the course is
cancelled).
Full payment of all VET fees is required by Friday 10 December 2021 (if not, students may be
withdrawn from the VET course).
VCAL students MUST have a VET program as part of their VCAL course
Please note: VET courses and costs are subject to changes, dependant on student numbers and
availability. The example below are the 2021 costs.

VET SUBJECT OFFERED:

VENUE:

Year

2021 cost

Certificate III in Acting

Elisabeth Murdoch College

1st year
2nd year

$850.00
$1150.00

Certificate II in Agriculture

Bayside Christian College &
Elisabeth Murdoch College

1st year
2nd year

$270.00
$270.00

Certificate II in Animal Studies

Mt Eliza Secondary College

1st year
2nd year

$600.00
$460.00

Certificate II in Applied Fashion Design &
Technology

Elisabeth Murdoch College

2nd year

$495.00

Certificate II in Automotive Vocational
Preparation Mechanical

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$336.50
$160.50

Certificate III in Beauty Services

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$732.00
$446.00

Certificate II in Building and Construction
Pre-apprenticeship Bricklaying

Chisholm, Frankston

Certificate II in Building Construction

Western Port Secondary College

1st year
2nd year

$260.00
$260.00

Certificate II in Business – Also provided as
SBAT for successful candidates

Chisholm, Frankston

1st Cert II

$160.00

CISCO VCE/VET

Elisabeth Murdoch College

Certificate II in Community Services

Chisholm, Frankston – Application
process involved

$80.00

$200.00
1st year
2nd year

$60.00
$60.00

Certificate II in Computer Assembly and
Repair

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$192.00
$52.00

Certificate II in Dance

Elisabeth Murdoch College

1st year
2nd year

$370.00
$370.00
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Certificate III in Design Fundamentals Graphic Design

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$315.00
$180.00

Certificate III in Design Fundamentals
Photography

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$257.00
$228.00

Certificate III in Early Childhood Education
and Care (Application process involved and also

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$126.00
$15.00

available as an SBAT to successful candidates)

Certificate II in Electrotechnology

Somerville Secondary College

Certificate II in Engineering Studies

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$276.00
$220.00

Certificate III in Equine Studies

Toorak College

1st year
2nd year

$300.00
$300.00

Certificate II in Furniture Making Pathways

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$152.00
$151.00

Certificate III in Health Services

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$110.00
$32.00

Certificate II in Horticulture (Also provided
as SBAT opportunity here at WPSC)

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$186.00
$186.00

Certificate III in Information, Digital Media
and Technology – Cyber Security.

Chisholm, Frankston

Certificate III in Information, Digital Media
and Technology

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$100.50
$24.00

Certificate III in (Interior Decoration)

Mt Eliza Secondary College

1st year
2nd year

$330.00
$330.00

Certificate II in Hospitality

Western Port Secondary College

1st year
2nd year

$140.00
$160.00

Certificate II in Kitchen Operations

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$520.00
$128.00

Certificate II in Kitchen Operations Patisserie

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$520.00
$128.00

Certificate III in Make-Up

Chisholm, Frankston

1st year
2nd year

$820.00
$520.00

Certificate III in Music (Performance)

Mt Eliza Secondary College

1st year
2nd year

$600.00
$600.00

Certificate III in Music (Sound Production)

Mt Eliza Secondary College

1st year
2nd year

$600.00
$600.00

Certificate II in Outdoor Recreation

Chisholm, Frankston

$650.00

Certificate II Plumbing (pre-app)

Somerville Secondary College

$130.00

Certificate II in Public Safety

Elisabeth Murdoch College 2022

$60.00

Certificate II in Retail

McClelland College Frankston

Western Port Secondary College

$103.00

$100.50
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Victorian Certificate of Applied
Learning (VCAL)
What is VCAL?
VCAL is a senior secondary certificate of education recognised within the Australian Qualifications
Framework (AQF). VCAL is the Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning and is an equivalent alternative
to the traditional VCE for students who are more suited to a hands-on, practical working environment.
VCAL students aspire to undertake employment, apprenticeships, traineeships and further vocational
study which does not require an ATAR score.
Students studying VCAL are required to complete units from the following areas:








Literacy and Numeracy Units
Work Related Skills
Personal Development Skills
Pathways (Intermediate)
Skills for Further Study (Senior)
Industry Specific Skills
A nominated VET certificate (TAFE qualification)

VET Requirements
Students are also required to undertake regular Structured Workplace Learning (SWL) and a VET
course in order to be eligible for their certificate. Students are expected to undertake an
Intermediate Certificate in Year 11 and a Senior Certificate in Year 12.

Why VCAL?
VCAL is a very flexible program. It offers students an individualised program that is designed to
lead the student into their preferred future pathway. Staff assist students in developing their own
individual program that meets the requirements of the certificate.

VCAL Assessment
VCAL students must meet a set of Learning Outcomes outlined by the VCAA and the VQA.
Students must demonstrate competency in each outcome in each subject on two or more separate
occasions. Ten units at a specific level will result in a certificate for that level. Students are able to
complete ten units in one year but may prefer to complete the units over a longer period of time.
To attain the VCAL certificate, students must also successfully complete the VET and Work
Placement requirement of the VCAL course.

Western Port Secondary College
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VCAL Enrolment Process
To ensure that students most suited to the VCAL program are selected for a place, the enrolment
process for 2022 will be as follows:
1. Student identifies interest in VCAL through Course Counselling process
2. Student speaks with a member of the Senior School team to discuss this pathway, to
determine appropriateness and suitability. They will also discuss in the event the student is
unsuccessful in their VCAL application, what their course would look like in VCE.
3. Student completes a ‘VCAL Expression of Interest’ form and submits the form by Friday, June
25 along with their Subject Selection form
4. Once all Expressions of Interest forms are submitted, the VCAL Team will short list and arrange
a formal interview for appropriate students seeking a position in the VCAL course
5. Student needs to demonstrate a clear pathway plan, a VET proposal that will complement it, a
willingness and genuine interest to be involved in the program and a clear approach to SWL
and preliminary business arrangement
6. If approved by the panel, a TENTATIVE timetable and program is offered for a VCAL course
7. In order to CONFIRM the VCAL placement, students must complete by a date to be set but prior
to Jump Start:
a. Confirm all SWL (structured workplace learning) details and complete all relevant forms
b. An initial deposit of $300.00 or the full cost of the course, whichever is the lesser, must be paid
to secure their place. ($50.00 will be non-refundable unless the course is cancelled)
c. Paid the VCAL levy
d. Student, parent and school sign contract outlining expectations - enrolment provisional for
Term 1 subject to expectations being met
If a student is unsure about what they want to do after they have finished school, then they should enrol
in VCE. Conversely, if a student does have a clear pathway, i.e. TAFE, apprenticeship, traineeship,
cadetship, Electrician, Medical Receptionist, then they should enrol in VCAL.
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School Based Apprenticeship or
Traineeship (SBAT)
Pathways for SBAT - Parks and Garden
For several years Western Port Secondary College has successfully provided students with access to the
SBAT in Certificate II in Parks and Gardens on campus.
This course has been specifically designed to provide an introduction to the overall skills and knowledge
required to undertake a career working in a ‘parks and gardens’ or Horticulture setting. The parks and
gardens industry expect this qualification to be achieved in order to meet job outcomes at this level.
In February 2022, students will commence employment as Certificate II Trainees in Parks and Gardens;
the work/training days at Western Port Secondary College will be on the Wednesday and Friday of each
week. Each day will have both a 3.5 hour work component and a 3.0 hour training component.
In order to successfully undertake the qualification, candidates need to possess English language and
literacy competence to enable them to ask questions, listen to and understand instructions and
communicate effectively with others.
Units include the following:

CORE SUBJECT OFFERED:

CODE:

CORE SUBJECT OFFERED:

CODE:

Participate in OHS processes

AHCOHS201A

Conduct visual inspection of park
facilities

AHCPGD206A

Apply chemicals under supervision

AHCCHM201A

Treat weeds

AHCPMG201A

Maintain pressurised irrigation systems
Operate basic machinery and
equipment

AHCIRG206A

Recognise plants
Determine basic properties of soil
and/or growing media

AHCPCM201A

Support turf establishment

AHCTRF204A

Plant trees and shrubs

AHCMOM203A
AHCPGD201A

AHCSOL201A

Five elective units to be chosen to meet workplace activities and position requirements.
Sample units may include:

ELECTIVE SUBJECT OFFERED:

CODE:

Pot up plants

AHCNSY201A

Undertake propagation activities

AHCNSY203A

Prune shrubs and small trees

AHCPGD203A

Western Port Secondary College

ELECTIVE SUBJECT OFFERED:
Participate in workplace
communications
Assist with landscape construction
work

CODE:
AHCWRK205A
AHCLSC201A
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Pathways for SBAT - Parks and Garden
Employment in roles such as Assistant Gardener or Grounds person.
Upon successful completion, further training pathways may include Certificate III in Parks and Gardens or
Certificate III in Horticulture. Some students also elect to move into an Agricultural pathway.

Please note:
 Participants assessed as competent in all units receive a nationally recognised qualification
 Please see Mrs Sharon McCarthy for further details.
 Expression of interest form to be returned by June 25, 2022

Additional SBAT Opportunities
Candidates who meet the strict criteria are also able to apply for additional SBAT programs
external to WPSC. Each has a separate application process and criteria for application. Please
see Mrs. S McCarthy to see if you qualify.
Some of these SBATs will be facilitated through the college’s Head Start Program. This program
has a designated Head Start coordinator who will support the college to determine the suitability
of each applicant and the appropriateness of the placement.















Early Childhood & Education
Education Support (Teacher’s aide)
Health Services
Fitness Industry
Information Technology
Business
Civil Construction with Holmesglen
Building and Construction -carpentry
Electrical
Plumbing, tiling,
Manufacturing - engineering fabrication
Hairdressing
Automotive - heavy and light, auto electrical
Marine Technology and so many more options
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VCE English
English Units 1 & 2
The focus of these units is the reading of a range of texts, narrative and persuasive text in order to
comprehend, appreciate and analyse the ways in which texts are constructed and interpreted.
Students read and respond to an expanded range of text types and genres in order to analyse ways
in which they are constructed and interpreted.

English Units 3 & 4
In these units students read and respond to texts analytically and creatively. They analyse arguments
and the use of persuasive language in texts.
Students compare the presentation of ideas, issues and themes in texts. They create an oral
presentation intended to position audiences about an issue currently debated in the media.

Literature 1 & 2
Unit 1 enables students to develop effective reading strategies, to examine the ideas and views of
life, which are presented in the literature and relate what they read to their own lives and social
contexts. Students develop an understanding of, and a critical response to, contemporary literature,
and analyse and interpret literary texts for a variety of purposes.
Unit 2 focuses on developing reading strategies and personal responses to literature, and an
understanding of how themes and ideas in texts comment on personal and social experiences.

VCE Language other than English (LOTE)
Indonesian
VCE Indonesian Second Language focuses on student participation in
interpersonal communication, interpreting the language of other speakers,
and presenting information and ideas in Indonesian on a range of themes
and topics. Students develop and extend skills in listening, speaking,
reading, writing and viewing in Indonesian in a range of contexts and
develop cultural understanding in interpreting and creating language.
Students develop their understanding of the relationships between
language and culture in new contexts and consider how these relationships
shape communities. Throughout the study students are given
opportunities to make connections and comparisons based on personal
reflections about the role of language and culture in communication and
in personal identity.
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VCE Maths
Mathematics Units 1 & 2
Foundation Mathematics
Foundation Mathematics provides for the continuing mathematical development of students
entering VCE, who need mathematical skills to support their other VCE subjects, including VET and
VCAL studies, and who do not intend to undertake Units 3 & 4 studies in VCE Mathematics in the
following year. There is a strong emphasis on using mathematics in practical contexts relating to
everyday life, recreation, work and study.

General Mathematics
General Mathematics provides courses of study for a broad range of students with some choosing
not to study Mathematics beyond Units 1 & 2, whilst others will intend to study Further Mathematics
Units 3 & 4. Some students will choose to do this in conjunction with Mathematical Methods.
* CAS calculator (TI inspire) required

Mathematical Methods
Mathematical Methods provides a rigorous course of study designed for students wishing to do
Mathematical Methods Units 3 & 4. The areas of study are ‘Functions and graphs’, ‘Algebra’, ‘Rates
of change and calculus’ and ‘Probability’. Students choosing this should have a good working
knowledge of the underlying principles and techniques covered during their previous secondary years
of education in Mathematics.
* CAS calculator (TI inspire) required

Specialist Mathematics
Specialist Mathematics provides a course of study for students who wish to undertake an in-depth
study of mathematics. Mathematical Methods Units 1 & 2 and Specialist Mathematics Units
1 & 2, must be taken in conjunction, provide a comprehensive preparation for Specialist
Mathematics Units 3 & 4. The areas of study for Units 1 & 2 of Specialist Mathematics are ‘Algebra
and structure’, ‘Arithmetic and number’, ‘Discrete mathematics’, ‘Geometry, measurement and
trigonometry’, ‘Graphs of linear and non-linear relations’ and ‘Statistics’. Students choosing
this subject should have an excellent working knowledge of the underlying principles and techniques
covered during their previous secondary years of education in Mathematics.
* CAS calculator (TI inspire) required

Mathematics Units 3 & 4
Further Mathematics
Prerequisites are Units 1 & 2 General Mathematics. It assumes a good understanding in the areas of
Statistics and Linear Relations and Equations. Units 3 & 4 consists of a compulsory core study of ‘Data
analysis’ and then a selection of three from six modules in the ‘Applications’ area of study.
* CAS calculator (TI inspire) required
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Mathematical Methods
Prerequisites for this subject are Units 1 & 2 Mathematical Methods. It assumes a high level of
understanding in the areas of Algebra and Graphing techniques. Mathematical Methods Units 3 & 4
consists of the following areas of study: ‘Functions and graphs’, ‘Calculus’, 'Circular (Trigonometric)
Functions’, ‘Algebra’ and ‘Probability’.
* CAS calculator (TI inspire) required

Specialist Mathematics
Prerequisites for this subject are Units 1 & 2 Mathematical Methods and Specialist Mathematics
Units 1 & 2. This subject must be taken in conjunction with Mathematical Methods Units 3 & 4. This
is a challenging course designed for students who are expecting to pursue further tertiary-based
studies in the Maths/Science/Engineering fields.
* CAS calculator (TI inspire) required

VCE SPECIALIST
MATHS
Units 1 & 2

VCE MATHS
METHODS
Units 1 & 2

VCE SPECIALIST
MATHS
Units 3 & 4

Western Port Secondary College

VCE GENERAL
MATHS
Units 1 & 2

VCE MATHS
METHODS
Units 3 & 4

VCE FOUNDATION
MATHS
Units 1 & 2

VCE FURTHER
MATHS
Units 3 & 4
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VCE Science
Biology
VCE Biology enables students to investigate the processes involved in sustaining life at cellular, system,
species and ecosystem levels. In undertaking this study, students examine how life has evolved over time
and understand that in the dynamic and interconnected system of life all change has a consequence that
may affect an individual, a species or the collective biodiversity of Earth. The study gives students insights
into how knowledge of molecular and evolutionary concepts underpin much of contemporary biology,
and the applications used by society to resolve problems and make advancements.
Students develop a range of inquiry skills involving practical experimentation and research, analytical
skills including critical and creative thinking, and communication skills. Students use scientific and
cognitive skills and understanding to analyse contemporary biology-related issues and communicate
their views from an informed position.

Chemistry
VCE Chemistry enables students to examine a range of chemical, biochemical and geophysical
phenomena through the exploration of the nature of chemicals and chemical processes. In undertaking
this study, students apply chemical principles to explain and quantify the behaviour of matter, as well as
undertake practical activities that involve the analysis and synthesis of a variety of materials.
Students develop a range of inquiry skills involving practical experimentation and research specific to the
knowledge of the discipline, analytical skills including critical and creative thinking, and communication
skills. Students use scientific and cognitive skills and understanding to analyse contemporary chemistryrelated issues and communicate their views from an informed position.

Physics
Physics is a natural science based on observations, experiments, measurements and mathematical
analysis with the purpose of finding quantitative explanations for phenomena occurring from the
subatomic scale through to the planets, stellar systems and galaxies in the Universe. While much scientific
understanding in physics has stood the test of time, many other areas continue to evolve. In undertaking
this study, students develop their understanding of the roles of careful and systematic experimentation
and modelling in the development of theories and laws. They undertake practical activities and apply
physics principles to explain and quantify both natural and constructed phenomena.
Students develop a range of inquiry skills involving practical experimentation and research, analytical
skills including critical and creative thinking, and communication skills. Students use scientific and
cognitive skills and understanding to analyse contemporary physics-related issues and to communicate
their views from an informed position.

Psychology
VCE Psychology provides students with a framework for exploring the complex interactions between
biological, psychological and social factors that influence human thought, emotions and behaviour. In
undertaking this study, students apply their learning to everyday situations, including workplace and
social relations. They gain insights into a range of psychological health issues in society.
Students develop a range of inquiry skills involving practical experimentation and research, analytical
skills including critical and creative thinking, and communication skills. Students use scientific and
cognitive skills and understanding to analyse contemporary psychology-related issues
and communicate their views from an informed position
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VCE Humanities
Business Management
VCE Business Management examines the ways businesses manage resources to achieve objectives.
Students explore the factors affecting business ideas and the internal and external environments within
which businesses operate, and the effect of these on planning a business. Students also focus on the
establishment phase of a business’s life, where students examine the legal requirements that must be
satisfied to establish a business. They investigate the essential features of effective marketing and
consider the best way to meet the needs of the business in terms of staffing and financial record
keeping.

Geography
This subject allows students to investigate the geographic characteristics of the natural environments
and landforms and the natural processes that shape and change the Earth’s surface. This involves going
on excursions to collect relevant data from the environment and then using this data to explain the
formation of different environments. Students investigate the characteristics of rural and urban
environments which are developed by human activities and their interactions with natural
environments. Excursions to suburbs to investigate differences in living conditions as well as population
density will be part of this experience.

History
Students are given the opportunity to decide between the two different History subjects. Students may
select from 20th Century history - looking at events between 1900 and 1945, including major wars and
events such as WW1, ANZAC Day, The Russian Revolution and the Roaring ’20s, or Ancient History –
investigating the rise of civilisations and the agricultural revolution that allowed humans to settle in the
one region. If 20th Century History is selected, studies continue into the second half of the 20th century
studying the Vietnam War, the social movements of the ’60s, the rise and fall of the Cold War and the
development of new technologies and the impact on our social life, where Ancient History’s follow on
takes students into Ancient Civilisations and Empires, such as Mesopotamia, Egypt and China.

Legal Studies
In this subject, students develop an understanding of legal foundations, such as the different types and
sources of law and the existence of a court hierarchy in Victoria. Students investigate key concepts of
criminal law and civil law. Students will focus on the enforcement of criminal law and civil law, the
methods and institutions that may be used to determine a criminal case or resolve a civil dispute, and
the purposes and types of sanctions and remedies and their effectiveness. Students undertake a
detailed investigation of two criminal cases and two civil cases to form a judgment about the ability of
sanctions and remedies to achieve the principles of justice.

Sociology
This subject uses sociological methodology to explore the social category of youth and the social
institution of family. Students explores the way youth is constructed as a social category and students
investigate the various types of family. Students draw on quantitative and qualitative sources in their
study. Students explore the concepts of deviance and crime. Students will analyse why people commit
crimes or engage in deviant behaviour. It also involves consideration of the justice system, and the
relationship between crime and other aspects of a society, such as gender and ethnicity.
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Philosophy
VCE Philosophy contains a broad introduction to western philosophy and its methods of inquiry.
It explores themes and debates within metaphysics, epistemology (philosophy of knowledge)
and value theory, as well as techniques of reasoning and argument drawn from formal and
informal logic. It investigates human nature through questions about the relationship between
body and mind, and personal identity, leading to an examination of the good life. Prescribed
texts by significant philosophers are used to develop a critical appreciation of key questions and
contemporary debates. Where religious concepts and traditions of thought are discussed, they
are considered from a philosophical rather than theological point of view.
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VCE Health and Physical Education
Physical Education
VCE Physical Education explores the complex interrelationships between anatomical, biomechanical,
physiological and skill acquisition principles to understand their role in producing and refining
movement, and examines behavioural, psychological, environmental and sociocultural influences on
performance and participation in physical activity.
The assimilation of theoretical understanding and practice is central to the study of VCE Physical
Education. Students participate in practical activities to examine the core concepts that underpin
movement and that influence performance and participation in physical activity, sport and exercise.
Through integrated physical, written, oral and digital learning experiences, students apply theoretical
concepts and reflect critically on factors that affect all levels of performance and participation in
sport, exercise and physical activity.

Health and Human Development
VCE Health and Human Development takes a broad and multidimensional approach to defining and
understanding health and wellbeing. Students investigate the World Health Organization’s definition and
other interpretations of health and wellbeing. For the purposes of this study, students consider wellbeing
to be an implicit element of health. Wellbeing is a complex combination of all dimensions of health,
characterised by an equilibrium in which the individual feels happy, healthy, capable and engaged.
Students examine health and wellbeing, and human development as dynamic concepts, subject to a
complex interplay of biological, sociocultural and environmental factors, many of which can be modified
by health care and other interventions. Students consider the interaction of these factors, with particular
focus on the social factors that influence health and wellbeing; that is, on how health and wellbeing, and
development, may be influenced by the conditions into which people are born, grow, live, work and age.
Students consider Australian and global contexts as they investigate variations in health status between
populations and nations. They look at the Australian healthcare system and research what is being done
to address inequalities in health and development outcomes. They examine and evaluate the work of
global organisations such as the United Nations and the World Health Organization, as well as nongovernment organisations and the Australian government’s overseas aid program.
This study presents concepts of health and wellbeing, and human development, from a range of
perspectives: individual and collective; local, national and global; and across time and the lifespan.
Students develop health literacy as they connect their learning to their lives, communities and world.
They develop a capacity to respond to health information, advertising and other media messages,
enabling them to put strategies into action to promote health and wellbeing in both personal and
community contexts.

Outdoor and Environmental Studies
VCE Outdoor and Environmental Studies is concerned with the ways humans interact with and relate
to outdoor environments. ‘Outdoor environments’ covers environments that have minimum
influence from humans, as well as those environments that have been subject to different levels of
human intervention. The study enables students to make critically informed comment on questions
of environmental sustainability and to understand the importance of environmental health,
particularly in local contexts.
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In this study both passive and active outdoor activities provide the means for students to develop
experiential knowledge of outdoor environments. Such knowledge is then enhanced through the
theoretical study of outdoor environments from perspectives of environmental history, ecology and
the social studies of human relationships with nature. The study also examines the complex interplay
between outdoor environments and humans.
Outdoor experiences suited to this study are: a range of guided activities in areas such as farms,
mining/ logging sites, interpretation centres, coastal areas, rivers, mountains, bushland, forests,
urban parks, and state or national parks. Activities undertaken could include bushwalking, crosscountry skiing, canoe touring, cycle touring, conservation and restoration activities, marine
exploration, and participation in community projects. Outdoor experiences that use weapons or
motorised devices to replace human effort are not suitable for this study.
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VCE Art
Art
Students will focus on and study 2D art, which includes drawing and painting. Unit 1 introduces the
concept of Analytical Frameworks to support the interpretation of the meaning and messages of artworks,
both as intended by the artist and as interpreted by the viewer. Students are encouraged to develop and
apply skills while exploring areas of individual interest to create artworks. Students undertake a range of
experiences that offer different ways of working to create a practical folio.

Music
This course allows students to perform a broad range of contemporary and historical style of music.
Students will develop their skills on their chosen instrument/s in a logical and progressive way which will
help students achieve their learning and performance goals. Students will be provided with opportunities
to perform as soloists and in a band setting, allowing further development of the ability to communicate
with an audience and other music performers. Students will also be immersed in the language and
technical aspects of music in order to be able to share musical ideas and describe and perform music with
clarity and self-expression.

Studio Art
Students will focus and study 3D art, which includes sculpture and ceramics. On completion of this unit,
students are able to source inspiration, identity, individual ideas and use a variety of methods to translate
these into visual language. Students explore and use a variety of materials and techniques to support and
record the development of individual ideas to produce artworks. Students are able to analyse and discuss
the ways in which artists from different times and cultures have created aesthetic qualities in artworks,
communicated ideas and developed styles.

Theatre Studies
In VCE Theatre Studies students interpret scripts from the pre-modern era to the present day and produce
theatre for audiences. Through practical and theoretical engagement with scripts, they gain an insight into the
origins and development of theatre and the influences of theatre on cultures and societies. Students apply
dramaturgy and work in the production roles of actor, director and designer, developing an understanding
and appreciation of the role and place of theatre practitioners. Throughout the study, students work
individually and collaboratively in various production roles to creatively and imaginatively interpret scripts and
to plan, develop and present productions. Students study the contexts – the times, places and cultures – of
these scripts, as well as their language. They experiment with different possibilities for interpreting scripts and
apply ideas and concepts in performance to an audience. They examine ways that meaning can be constructed
and conveyed through theatre performance. Students consider their audiences and, in their interpretations,
incorporate knowledge and understanding of audience culture, demographic and sensibilities.
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VCE Technology
Product Design and Technology
Product design is a response to changing needs and to improve quality of life by designing
creative, innovative and sustainable products. Product design is enhanced through knowledge of social,
technological, economic, historical, ethical, legal, environmental and
cultural factors. These factors influence the aesthetics, form and
function of products.
Central to VCE Product Design and Technology is design thinking, which
is applied through the product design process providing a structure for
creative problem solving. The design process involves identification of a
real need, problem or opportunity that is then articulated in a design
brief. The need, problem or opportunity is investigated and informed by
research to aid the development of solutions that take the form of physical, three-dimensional products.
Development of these solutions requires the application of technology and a variety of cognitive and
physical skills, including design thinking, drawing and computer-aided design, testing processes and
materials, planning, construction, fabrication and evaluation.

Food Studies
VCE Food Studies takes an interdisciplinary approach to the exploration of food, with an emphasis on
extending food knowledge and skills and building individual pathways to health and wellbeing through
the application of practical food skills.
VCE Food Studies provides a framework for informed and confident food selection and food preparation
within today’s complex architecture of influences and choices. Students explore food from a wide range
of perspectives.
Students study past and present patterns of eating, Australian and global food production systems and
the many physical and social functions and roles of food. They research economic, environmental and
ethical dimensions of food and critically evaluate information, marketing messages and new trends.
Practical work is integral to Food Studies and includes cooking, demonstrations, creating and responding
to design briefs, dietary analysis, food sampling and taste-testing, sensory analysis, product analysis and
scientific experiments.
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